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A hedgehog-like appearance resulting from Hari acupuncture
Seong-Mi Park MD PhD, Wan-Joo Shim MD PhD

Figure 1: (A) Plain radiograph of the chest of an 89-year-old woman showing countless subcutaneous needle fragments over her neck
and chest. (B) Lateral radiograph of the chest showing a striking hedgehog-like appearance.

A

n 89-year-old woman with a history of
osteopenia and multiple spinal compression fractures presented with an exacerbation of her chronic back and joint pain, a
month after she slipped on the stairs. Radiographs showed countless foreign bodies along
her neck, chest (Figure 1A), abdomen and pelvis,
and her lateral chest radiograph bore a striking
hedgehog-like appearance (Figure 1B). Despite
this, examination of our patient’s skin was unremarkable. She had received gold-needle acupuncture therapy on many occasions over several
years to relieve pain in her “whole body.” The
opacities seen in the radiographs represent
indwelling gold acupuncture needles aligned
along vertical meridians of the torso.
Traditional Chinese acupuncture involves placing needles into the subcutaneous tissues along
predefined meridians and, later, totally removing
the needles. A unique subtype of acupuncture
known as Hari involves the permanent placement
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of fine needles into the subcutaneous tissues; this
form of acupuncture is not uncommon in Northeast Asia. The retained needles are typically 3 to
15 mm in length and 1 mm in diameter, and they
may appear straight, curved or semicircular.1
Traditional acupuncture has generally been
considered a safe procedure; however, complications have been reported, including infection,
pneumothorax, spinal cord injury and cardiac
tamponade.2 Although a similar range of complications has been described for Hari, its relative
safety compared with traditional Chinese acupuncture is unknown.3
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